
How can I live a truly fulfilling life? 
“Before seeking to dominate the universe, first perfect your ability to dominate yourself” 

 

There is a reason to strive for personal maturity: it is the best foundation for 

success in all areas of life. People who have cultivated integrity and the habit of 

responsibility in their personal affairs are well equipped to deal with family issues and 

social responsibilities. Neither wealth nor power nor technical skill can replace the 

essential personal asset of good character. 

Stephen Covey remarks: Creating the unity necessary to run an effective business 

or a family or a marriage requires great personal strength and courage. No amount of 

technical administrative skill in laboring for the masses can make up for lack of nobility 

or personal character...It is at a very essential, one-on-one level that we live the primary 

laws of love and life. A sense of purpose, empathy, self-control, courage and other assets 

of mature character are needed to master these challenges. 1 

Reaching maturity as a human being means more than becoming reproductively 

functional and growing to full height and weight. Growth into full maturity as a 

complete human being, on the other hand, means maturity of the heart, conscience, and 

will. To achieve mature character [is] to become a well-integrated, Godly person capable 

of loving others. Just as an immature tree cannot bear fruit, so an immature person 

cannot bear the “fruits” of a loving spirit: “love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 

faithfulness, gentleness and self-control” (Galatians 5.22-23).
 

True love requires a good and mature character as its foundation. Although love 

is often thought of merely as a warm, pleasurable, sweet feeling that arises 

spontaneously, it is easily seen that various loves depend upon character. 

Well-developed character enables love; poorly developed character disables it. Love of 

country, for instance, requires the virtue of self-sacrifice when the nation calls. Love of a 

friend requires consideration. Love of a child requires devotion and consistency over a 

long period of time. Love of a brother or sister requires supportiveness, caring, 

dependability, and honesty. These loves call for the virtues of good character.  

Author Don DeMarco said: Love would be impotent if it were not for the various 

virtues that withstand difficulties...A soldier without courage, a doctor without care, a 

teacher without patience, a parent without prudence, a spouse without fidelity, a priest 

without faith, a leader without determination, a magistrate without integrity and a 

friend without loyalty are all partners to futility, not because they lack love, but because 

they lack the virtue to express it. 

Character and love are inextricably connected. A person of mature character with 

an integrated moral identity is far better able to form beneficial relationships and 

contribute to the world than a person of immature character who is conflicted within. 



The person who lacks a mature character spends many hours of dissatisfaction and 

inner struggle. The person’s relationship with him- or herself is a disharmonious and 

uncomfortable one, often leading to strife in relationships with others. Mature character 

is a prerequisite for joy and peace. Only those of mature and virtuous characters are able 

to enjoy and share fully the fruits of true love. 
 

Maturity is measured not by the ability to gain knowledge, power, or money, but 

by the quality of our heart and conscience. In other words, our ability to love others, 

arising out of our heart, and to do what is right, guided by our conscience, are the factors 

that fundamentally determine the level of our maturity. In his heart he knows that he 

ought to contribute more to the world than he takes from it.3 

Attaining a mature and admirable character requires conscious, informed effort. 

Reverend Moon says, “I adopted for myself the motto, ‘Before seeking to dominate the 

universe, first perfect your ability to dominate yourself.’ This means that to have the 

strength to save the nation and save the world, I first had to train myself.”4 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Principle #1 

Maturing my individual character is the necessary 

foundation for a fulfilling life. 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Discussion: 

1. What part of this reading did you resonate with? What is your life experience 

relating to this principle? 

2. What does society usually say about this topic? Why so? 

3. Envisioning the week: How do you hope to see this principle in your 

attitude/thoughts/actions in this next week? 

 

 

 

Sources 

1- Cultivating Heart and Character- Educating for Life’s Most Essential Goals 

2- Educating for True Love 

3- My Journey In Life- A Student Textbook for Character Education 

4- As A Peace Loving Global Citizen 

 

 

  



 How can true love be practiced over a lifetime here “on the ground”? Is true love cultivated 

through performing “random acts of kindness,” or is there a blueprint for leading a life of true 

love? Fortunately, many sources suggest that the cultivation of true love over a lifetime may be 

broken down into three essential pursuits. These are: (1) attaining individual maturity, (2) 

experiencing and building a family and other close personal relationships, and (3) making a 

creative contribution to the world. These three pursuits are the fertile grounds for the cultivation 

of true love. Hence, they serve as directions, purposes, or a framework for a life lived for the sake 

of others—a life rich in true love. 

 

 The first, “Be fruitful,” may be interpreted as the exhortation to achieve mature character, to 

become a well-integrated, Godly person capable of loving others. Just as an immature tree 

cannot bear fruit, so an immature person cannot bear the “fruits” of a loving spirit: “love, joy, 

peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control” (Galatians 

5.22-23).  

 

Reaching maturity as a human being means more than becoming reproductively functional and 

growing to full height and weight. These things occur naturally with even the most rudimentary 

sustenance. Growth into full maturity as a complete human being, on the other hand, means 

maturity of the heart, conscience, and will.  

 

 

In romantic love—the most potentially confusing love of all— virtues are also paramount. Rare 

would be the young woman who would believe in her young man’s “love” if he refused to leave 

the couch in front of the TV to pick her up from the train station. Rare would be the older couple 

who would stay together many years without some admiration or appreciation for one another’s 

internal qualities. When beauty, youth, and sexual attraction fade with time, character continues 

to shine. Love flounders without the underpinnings of character strengths or virtues.  

 

”5 Reverend Moon calls this state of character maturity “mind and body unity.” Such integrity is 

the ultimate requirement for true love to flow. There will be more on the importance of mind 

and body unity in Chapters 6 and 9. 

 

 

 I adopted for myself the motto, “Before seeking to dominate the universe, first perfect your 

ability to dominate yourself.” This means that to have the strength to save the nation and save 

the world, I first had to train myself (APLGC) 

 

Attaining a mature and admirable character requires conscious, informed effort. This is a 

human being's unique responsibility-to be the architect of his or her own destiny. The inner 

thrust toward attaining personal maturity is such that it may be called one of !if e's basic goals. 

Why is it a goal worth striving for? First, achieving personal maturity satisfies an innate 

drive-the drive for meaning, wholeness, poise and self-worth. Lingering feelings of anxiety, 



dissatisfaction and meaninglessness can plague those who fail to achieve it. Thus, it is deeply 

rewarding in itself.  

So, what kind of person do you want to become? By now we hope that you would want to 

become a person who is mature. Maturity is measured not by the ability to gain knowledge, 

power, or money, but by the quality of our heart and conscience. In other words, our ability to 

love others, arising out of our heart, and to do what is right, guided by our conscience, are the 

factors that fundamentally determine the level of our maturity. What is a mature person like? 

Such a person accepts responsibility for his life and expresses this by earning his way in the 

world. In his heart he knows that he ought to contribute more to the world than he takes from it. 

This attitude leads to self-respect and happiness. Self-respect leads to respect for others. A 

mature person does not feel humiliated when someone is rude to him or tries to embarrass him, 

because he knows and respects himself. His sense of dignity and integrity allow him to not 

respond to rude people on their level. If he is mistreated at work, he will not take it out on his 

family. If his boss is unfair to him, he will not take it out on those under him. In other words, the 

way he behaves is not determined by the way he is treated. Rather, he is consistently loving, 

respectful and conscientious. (MY JOURNEY IN LIFE) 


